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Dear Readers,
Hellow & welcome on the webportal of Research Journey Multidisciplinary International
E-Research Journal. Now you are reading ‘Research Journey’s 4th Issue’. This issue is

including eight different articles.
First article of Dr. Kavita Dharmadhikari, she has researched on ‘The Internal Security of
India : Challenges and Remidies. Mr. Amit V. Malode has written his paper entitled as ‘Green
Library : An Overview’. He has stated the importance of green library. He has concluded with
“Green libraries are related to the overall green building movement, libraries have specific
needs that raise some extra challenges for their preservation books must be kept away from
sunlight as well as moisture and temperature change. Sunlight plays major role in green design,
because it can be used to reduce the reliance on artificial lighting. Another challenge the library
presents the weight of the books. A common strategy in green is to raise the floors to increase
circulation, but the weight of the stacks can be an impediment to this strategy. To deal with this
challenge, many designers have resorted to zoom the library into designated area. Libraries
need to be built flexibly, in order to make room for expansions in size and in wiring capabilities.
Library building is long term investments made to benefit the community so when designing them
architects need to be looking so or 100 years into the future”. Dr. P. M. Bhagade has researched
on the Indian Economy, his paper’s title ‘Changing Form of The Indian Economy in Global
Scenario” has clearly explained the subject of the paper. Dr, Bhagade has given the objectives
and perspective of the Indian Economy. He has suggested some remedies and ways of
implementation of government policies and he has ensured that India become super economic
power in the world in very near future. Prof. Dr. Alka Bharote has written her article on ‘The
Role of Teachers in Building of Healthy Nation’. Mr. Sachin Patil has analysed the Marathi
Rural Novels, he has searched the the Impact of Globalization on Marathi Rural Novels. He has
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stated that the questions are raised in rural areas due to the age of globalizations and the novelists
are facing these problems and tying to search the remedies over that. Mrs. Sarala sanap has
written her paper on word formation process in English. She has explained the different word
formation processes and the principles underlying them. An attempt has been made to analyse
some of the ways and methods by which vocabulary is enriched. Mr. Astik T. Mungmode has
written his paper on ‘The Role of Teacher in Education Process in Todays Scenario’ and Mr.
Madhav Waghmare’s paper is on POTRAJ : A STREET PALY (Folk Literature) have very
significant and intellectual presentation and criticism of the society & culture.
I tried to introduce articles which are included in this issue. Now the issue is before you. So
please you decide the quality and send your valuable comments to us. Our peer referees and
hardworking editors have taken great effort and touched the content gently. The pattern and
perspective is that of the respective authors alone, and they are responsible for the views and
versions in their papers.
We are here, to make the ‘Research Journey’ the best among equals. Your academic cooperation and constructive valluable suggestion(s) - solicited.

Happy reading!

- Guest Editor
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